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A special product dedicated to the TT Race .
Studied and designed to minimize overall obstructions and ensure maximum aerodynamics, the Chrono glove is considered as a 
second skin. Thanks to a minimal and completely smooth palm-grip, it ensures a good grip and a great handling.

CHRONO PRO SUMMER GLOVE
CODE: TE2029
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TOP: 80% POLYESTER (PL) | 20% 
ELASTANE (EA) PALM: 50% POLYAMIDE 
(PA) | 50% POLYURETHANE (PU)

TOP: 80% POLYESTER (PL) | 20% 
ELASTANE (EA) PALM: 90% POLYESTER 
(PL) | 10% POLYURETHANE (PU)

xs - s - m - l - xl - 2xl 3xs - 2xs - xs - s - m - l - xl - 2xl - 3xl

SUPERIOR

SUPERIOR SUMMER GLOVE
CODE: TE2033

This glove has become a best seller of Teo Sport items.
Thanks to its technical construction capable of combining different fabrics, the Summer Superior article is one of the most 
appreciated articles by the Teams. Special palm with 3D mesh, siliconized grip, highly breathable back fabric and a special cuff 
closure, ensure excellent fit with adhesion and stability during pedaling.
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Designed with a breathable fabric
and aerodynamics,it improves
breathability and ensures quick drying.
The fabric is completely customizable.

A special solution to wear
the glove without any

problem.

High breathability is due
to the use of a special light
mesh whose structure allows
a good passage of air.

Thanks to the fabric used, 
it provides excellent grip 

and excellent control in all 
conditions.

The highly anatomical 
structure allows

for better balance of 
hand-handlebar

and hand-gearshift.

Designed with a breathable
fabric and aerodynamics, 
it improves breathability
and ensures quick drying.
The fabric is completely 
customizable.

Created with the 3D AIRTECH 2 mm
mesh,it is a special solution to

ensure perspiration and rapid drying.

The special cuff closure is
an appreciated solution to
guarantee maximum hand fit.

A silicone resin that guarantees
a perfect grip thanks to the

symmetrical design.
Great handlebar control

and protection for fall episodes.

The action of removing the glove is
facilitated by the two fabric pulls
placed in the glove's fingers. 

The terry insert
allows the rider
to dry quickly.

High breathability is due
to the use of a special light
mesh whose structure allows
a good passage of air.


